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6 Blackbody Curve for a Temperature of 295K
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Singular Value Magnitude for "temp"
Original Scene
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Set first k columns








Use the first L










Capitol letter symbolizes the transform domain.
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NRMSE of "temp" vs Iteration for dimension L=1 with WarmFS:Off CFSU:Off
NRMSE of Scene
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NMRE of "temp" vs Iteration for dimension L=1 with WarmFS:Off CFSU:Off
Average NMRE of Passing Bands
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Set first k columns





















Capitol letter symbolizes the transform domain.
Bold symbolizes a matrix of vectors
Iteration mPre-Iterative Computations
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NRMSE of "temp" vs Iteration for dimension L=3 with WarmFS:On CFSU:On
NRMSE of Scene
NRMSE of Warm FS
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NMRE of "temp" vs Iteration for dimension L=3 with WarmFS:On CFSU:On
NMRE of Scene
NMRE of Warm FS
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NRMSE of "temp" vs Iteration for dimension L=3  WarmFS:On(500K) CFSU:On
NRMSE of Scene
NRMSE of Warm FS
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NRMSE of "temp" vs Iteration for dimension L=3  WarmFS:On(100K) CFSU:On
NRMSE of Scene
NRMSE of Warm FS
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NRMSE of "fbtemp" vs Iteration for dimension L=3 with WarmFS:On CFSU:On
NMRSE of Scene
NMRSE of Warm FS
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NMRE of "fbtemp" vs Iteration for dimension L=3 with WarmFS:On CFSU:On
NMRE of Scene
NMRE of Warm FS
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NRMSE Versus Iteration for MSP (diameter=6pixels)
Scene
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NRMSE Versus Iteration for MSP (diameter=32pixels)
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NVE of "temp" vs Iteration for dimension L=3 with WarmFS:On CFSU:On
NVE of Scene
NVE of Warm FS
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